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In the everyday practice of online communication, we observe users deliberately reporting abusive content or opposing hate speech through counterspeech, while at the same time, online platforms are increasingly relying on and supporting this kind of user action to fight disruptive online behavior. We refer to this type of user engagement as online civic intervention (OCI) and regard it as a new form of user-based political participation in the digital sphere that contributes to an accessible and reasoned public discourse. Because OCI has received little scholarly attention thus far, this article conceptualizes low- and high-threshold types of OCI as different kinds of user responses to common disruptive online behavior such as hate speech or hostility toward the media. Against the background of participation research, we propose a theoretically grounded individual-level model that serves to explain OCI.
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Current debates on revising and refocusing concepts within the field of political communication strongly consider harmful communication phenomena in online environments (Bennett & Pfetsch, 2018; Van Aelst et al., 2017). These harmful communication phenomena can take the form of an increase in so-called relativism or a felt legitimacy to question factual information (Van Aelst et al., 2017). The online world is the ecosphere where "alternative" sets of often unfounded information can be cultivated because the open architecture promotes the rapid dissemination of unverified information (Lazer et al., 2018). Another relevant harmful communication phenomenon that occurs in communicative online spaces is hate speech and incivility, which currently ranks high on the agenda of policy makers and researchers. Misogynistic and xenophobic postings especially, many of which cross the line into hate speech, are a daily occurrence (e.g.,
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Gardiner et al., 2016). Moreover, the widespread phenomenon of trolling and the expression of fundamental hostility toward the media (Post, 2018) disrupt rational and outcome-oriented political discussions.

The comment sections of news sites have become popular spaces where users share information and opinions and deliberate on public matters. However, these often meaningful debates also attract those who are more interested in disturbing the discussion through trolling and hate speech. Yet, such utterances are in many cases sanctioned by other users who want to defend their space for discussion. In addition to interventions by activist groups such as #ichbinhier and #jagårhär (German and Swedish groups, which both translate to #Iamhere), individual users also react by flagging, reporting, or counterarguing uncivil, hateful, or relativistic postings. Contributing to the wider debate on updating the concepts of political communication research to identify and react to harmful communication phenomena, we introduce the concept of online civic intervention (OCI) and define it as a new form of user-based political participation in the digital sphere that aims to restore an accessible and reasoned public debate. On the basis of this definition, we provide an individual-level framework to identify the different conditions that promote users’ engagement in OCI.

Although previous research has tried to assess why people engage in counterspeech (e.g., Kalch & Naab, 2017; Naab, Kalch, & Meitz, 2016), those studies have several shortcomings. Research on user reactions to disruptive online behavior has not yet systematized the different forms of OCI and is usually built on different research strands, hindering the development of a comprehensive OCI research field. In this study, we aim to improve our understanding of the phenomenon by first discussing some key premises of online public discourse from the theoretical perspective of deliberative democracy theory. Second, we differentiate between two OCI dimensions as new forms of political participation and propose a model that explains OCI on different levels (i.e., content, subject, context).

Online Public Discourse as a Public Matter

What can ideally be expected from online public discourse depends on the theoretical perspective. Generally, theories on democracy rely on informed citizens and a public sphere that interconnects citizens with the political decision-making process. However, the various theories on democracy deal with public communication differently. Whereas antagonistic democracy scholars argue that democracies thrive on the emotional contestation of incompatible viewpoints (see Mouffe, 1999), deliberative democracy theorists assert that discourse has to meet some standards, such as the rationality of the argumentation and comprehensiveness, to produce a thorough basis for political decision making (e.g., Fishkin, 2009; Habermas, 2006). Although all perspectives present arguable and applicable frameworks to gather the discursive realities of online discussions, we chose deliberative democracy theory as a theoretical framework because it allows for a very detailed evaluation of discussion quality. This detailed evaluation comprises a normative backbone that resonates quite well with the technological possibilities for communication online that allows literally every citizen and social group to participate and to enhance their interactions. Thus, in the following, we elaborate on the key normative demands of deliberative democracy theory for online public discourse—regardless of whether online discussions, in practice, meet the high standards of these demands.
Scholars have differentiated among the following three dimensions of deliberation: the input dimension, the discursive process dimension, and the normative output dimension (e.g., Bächtiger, Niemeyer, Neblo, Steenbergen, & Steiner, 2010). The input dimension mostly covers the design aspects in terms of providing individuals with equal opportunities to participate and express their opinions. Online discussion platforms have great potential to meet these conditions even though some societal groups are more likely than others to participate because of their digital skills and sociocultural factors (Dahlberg, 2007). With regard to the output dimension, scholars principally agree that deliberative discourse should result in a consensual solution for the issue under discussion (for an exception, see Wessler, 2008). However, because our interest is in the OCI process, both the input and outcome dimensions of deliberation theory can be neglected for now. What an improved deliberation quality will result in—for example, a less polarized antagonistic discourse, a more diverse liberal discourse, or a consensual deliberative discourse—is certainly worthy of analysis in its own right.

The process dimension of deliberation focuses on the actual conduct of discussions and is therefore the relevant guiding perspective for OCI. The measurement and comparability of the process of deliberation, however, are difficult because it is a theoretical umbrella instead of a concept (e.g., Mutz, 2008). Nevertheless, scholars have identified the key premises for deliberative discussions, which we will briefly describe.

One fundamental premise for deliberation is that each discussant has the right to question any assertion made by others, to introduce any assertion into the discourse, and to express his or her own attitudes, desires, and needs (Wessler, 2008). To ensure that everyone can make use of these rights and that no one withdraws from the discussion, the communication climate should be marked by respect and civility toward others (Wessler, 2008). Another premise for the process dimension of deliberative discourse is that opinions should be based on reasoned and rational arguments grounded on verifiable evidence or on a shared understanding of moral or normative behavior (Habermas, 2006; Stromer-Galley, 2007). Ideally, opinions should be justified by putting forward arguments with reference to external sources (Stromer-Galley, 2007). According to deliberation theory, arguments should be on-topic, as contributions from discussants should aid problem solving (Stromer-Galley, 2007). On the one hand, speakers need to consider the arguments of others when refining their own standpoint; on the other hand, they should also elaborate on their reasoning and justifications so that other discussants can incorporate the rationales into their own argumentation (Ferree, Gamson, Gerhards, & Rucht, 2002).

Many premises for public communication defined by deliberative democracy theory are intuitive parts of everyday behavior. Individuals commenting online follow norms they have appropriated during their socialization in both interpersonal interactions and media environments (de Vreese & Moeller, 2014). In other words, in situations in which users observe that other users are being attacked or intimidated by hate speech or uncivil comments, they may be motivated to intervene based on their appropriated social norms. Such social norms warrant the conditions for an accessible and reasoned public discourse at the macro level and thus refer to deliberative democratic theory.
Disrupted Conditions of Online Public Discourse

Good discourse conditions are disrupted if user contributions violate the mentioned norms. To systematize such disruptions, we examine two dimensions of online discourse conditions: namely, content and form, with the former differing between relevant and irrelevant argumentation and the latter between a civil and uncivil tone. The intersections of these two dimensions result in four online discourse conditions (Figure 1). The relevant and civil form (type I) stands for the ideal and reasoned online public discourse as discussed against the background of deliberative democracy theory. By contrast, the other three disruptive discourse conditions challenge an accessible and reasoned discourse. The four different types are discussed as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Civil</td>
<td>Relevant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncivil</td>
<td>Relevant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Four types of (disruptive) online discourse conditions.

Civil and Irrelevant Discourse Online

Moderate harm to acceptable discourse conditions is exerted by user contributions that violate the relevance norm even though the users’ expressions adhere to a civil tone (type II). Although this condition may not be directly harmful for individuals, it covers all types of manipulative argumentation and rhetoric. In this regard, today’s communication science is concerned about an increase in relativism toward facts, evidence, and empirical knowledge (Higgins, 2016; Van Aelst et al., 2017). Assertions rooted in empirical evidence are no longer seen as facts, but instead as matters of opinion, while misinformation and conspiracy theories are on the rise (Van Aelst et al., 2017). The alternative worldviews of parts of society are supported by the dissemination of “fake news,” which is spreading rapidly online (Lazer et al., 2018). Relativism poses a severe threat to argument-based discussions, as participants need to agree on facts to engage in meaningful conversations. If discussants deviate from facts and empirical knowledge, any argument becomes arbitrary.

Another critical type II case concerns hostility against the media. This phenomenon is based on the fact that a large number of individuals feel that they are not represented in the mass media discourse (Post, 2018). Media hostility is expressed through blanket and harsh accusations about the media, appears as part of populist communication, and can be a threat to political conversations because it is likely to distract audiences from the actual issue (Carlson, 2009).
Uncivil but Relevant Discourse Online

Another type of disruption that can call for an intervention is an uncivil but still relevant form of discussion (type III). Our notion of incivility is based on Chen’s (2017) definition, which includes “insulting language or name-calling; profanity; . . . [as well as] stereotypes, and homophobic, racist, sexist, and xenophobic terms that may at times dip into hate speech” (p. 6). As this definition indicates, the line between incivility and hate speech can be blurred, but it is our understanding that incivility lacks the extreme emotion of hate speech (which falls under discourse condition IV; see also the definition in Erjavec & Kovačič, 2012). In contrast to hate speech, uncivil language does not necessarily attack individuals based on their belonging to a certain social group. In most cases, uncivil but relevant discourse online is protected by freedom-of-speech laws in democratic societies.

Uncivil and Irrelevant Discourse Online

The strongest threat to reasoned discussions online is contributions of extreme incivility that have no topical relevance, but are reduced to vilification and personal harassment (type IV). Such conditions appear in uncivil postings that, first, attack others based on their personal characteristics, and, second, because of this bias, also fail to refer to facts or other types of information that may qualify as topical contributions. According to Erjavec and Kovačič (2012), hate speech is an abusive, insulting, intimidating, or harassing expression that may incite violence, hatred, or discrimination based on “race, ethnic origin, religion, gender, age, physical condition, disability, sexual orientation political conviction, and so forth” (p. 900). Beyond hate speech, a special case of the uncivil and irrelevant discourse condition is trolling. Trolls refuse to take part in any substantive discussions and instead aim to disrupt or end discussions by silencing others (Buckels, Trapnell, & Paulhus, 2014).

To sum up, disruptive online behavior in the form of insulting, abusive, or irrational messages presents a threat to the meaningful development of a line of argumentation. Owing to such conditions, users may withdraw from online discussions or withhold their opinions for fear of being disrespectfully addressed, which might decrease the heterogeneity of participants in online discussions.

Some countries have started to regulate hate speech and fine online content providers that do not delete culpable content (Eddy & Scott, 2017). However, concerns about “overblocking” legally legitimate content have been raised (Fanta, 2018). Therefore, the quick and simple solution of eliminating problematic content runs the risk of damaging the discursive potential of the Internet (Yeo et al., 2017). Thus, a public and academic debate on collective and individual reactions to online disruptive behaviors that transcends the often ineffective or harmful approaches imposed by companies and governments is necessary.

Online Civic Intervention

Definition and Purpose

In today’s online environment, the amount of user content has increased by a rate that makes it impossible to check all the content for disruptive behaviors. A part of the solution lies with the ordinary
users who are not employed by the sites, but who voluntarily take responsibility for the public discourse by engaging in OCI. We define OCI as the action taken by ordinary users to restore favorable conditions for political online discussions when threats to these conditions are perceived. OCI needs to be clearly distinguished from opinion expression. Instead, it is a form of metacommunication that calls for a more civil and reasoned public debate and aims to ensure an inclusive online public discourse. OCI helps to restore a climate of mutual respect and factual information to provide a proper space for the discussion of political matters while allowing for dissent and free speech at the same time. Finally, OCI is a highly democratic expression because the definition of what is considered a relevant and civil discourse is defined exclusively by those who are actually part of the discussion—the ordinary users—and not by a few professionals setting the platform’s terms.

Through OCI, users can be involved in the process of norm-setting in online communities (Gillespie, 2018), and several aspects of OCI are a valuable complement to professional moderation. Whereas human moderators cannot realistically monitor all the discussions on social media (e.g., Facebook) in real time, users who can observe conversations and choose to intervene are always present. However, as Gillespie (2018) points out, only a small fraction of Internet users are currently likely to intervene, and this group cannot be generalized as representative of the community’s will. Additionally, as we will discuss later, OCI can be misused and exploited for political ends.

Despite these concerns, we consider OCI to be an emerging and valuable form of political participation. Although political participation in a narrow sense has been traditionally defined as activities aiming to influence the actions of the government (Verba, Lehman Schlozman, & Brady, 1995), our understanding of participation changes as society changes. In various ways, the political arena has migrated online, and boundaries with other fields of civic engagement are becoming blurred (Mossberger, Tolbert, & McNeal, 2008). Communicative online spaces are where political information is frequently presented and discussed, where new forms of participation have emerged, and where political opinions are formed. One may argue that although people’s intention to engage in OCI can differ (which, by the way, can apply to all other forms of participation too), OCI always contributes to an improvement in the public discourse. For example, if users choose to intervene out of commiseration with a social group being attacked and want to come to its defense, they simultaneously contribute to a nondiscriminatory communicative online space. Therefore, OCI should be considered a form of participation that enables an accessible and reasoned public discourse, which is, by its very nature, a political act.

In the following, we elaborate on the most common user behaviors related to the different forms of OCI in the literature and distinguish between low-threshold OCI, which is easily enabled with tools on social media platforms, and high-threshold OCI, which relies on a verbal and discursive form of user involvement. Low-threshold OCI not only requires less effort from users than high-threshold OCI does, but also does not expose users as much to the audience. Therefore, low-threshold OCI is assumingly more common among users than high-threshold OCI is. Some activities on platforms are designed explicitly for low-threshold OCI (e.g., flagging buttons), and others can be applied to low-threshold OCI, but were originally not designed for it (e.g., rating comments).
Low-Threshold OCI

Flagging. Flagging is probably the most common tool that platforms provide for low-threshold OCI. The opportunity to report abusive or inappropriate content through flagging is available on most social media platforms that rely heavily on user-generated content or on news sites with comment sections (e.g., Crawford & Gillespie, 2016). Although the staff makes the final decision on whether to eliminate or allow content (e.g., Crawford & Gillespie, 2016), flagging allows users to help set boundaries for what is considered acceptable speech. Therefore, it is a strategy to primarily address uncivil speech (types III and IV violations of discursive norms). From the users’ perspective, flagging can be a more convenient option for reporting abusive content than replying in writing because the former is more likely to lead to immediate sanctions by professional moderators (Naab et al., 2016). Moreover, in contrast to replying to or disliking content, flagging permits users to remain anonymous. However, a disadvantage of flagging is that the sanctioned authors have no opportunity to justify themselves (Kalch & Naab, 2017). Moreover, even though some platforms allow users to give more detailed information on why they flagged specific content, users are usually not able to elaborate on the reasons for, and the context of, their concern (Gillespie, 2018). Gillespie (2018) argues that user involvement might seem more democratic than it is in reality because platforms still decide on how to handle content. Online platforms usually delete content according to whether it is punishable by law or protected by freedom-of-expression laws. Such an assessment of content is usually based on complex legal considerations, which are further complicated by internationally differing legal standards. This is the reason why, on the one hand, there may be a good reason for leaving the decision regarding content deletion up to the editors acquainted with the task. On the other hand, through flagging, users can set standards that go beyond the legal boundaries of speech and reflect the community’s expectations of a healthy discourse.

Media companies clearly make use of the support they receive from their users through flagging. Twitter applies a “trusted flagger” status to users who are then given special privileges in terms of reporting abusive content. Other platforms such as YouTube and Yelp also choose to identify users who are skilled at evaluating problematic content and whose flagging is taken more seriously by professional moderators (Gillespie, 2018). Facebook applies algorithms to determine the trustworthiness of users in order to classify whose reporting behavior should be taken particularly seriously (Dwoskin, 2018).

Rating or recommending comments and users. The New York Times provides incentives for high-quality comments by choosing those that are particularly considerate and insightful as NYT Picks (“Comments,” 2018). This task could, however, also be performed by the user community. In fact, some online news sites encourage users to rate or recommend comments or commenters (Singer, 2014). To rate other commenters, on some sites, users can even access other users’ profiles to view their previous comments: For example, the platform Kialo only allows comments that include an explicit constructive argument on an issue and lets other users rate these arguments according to quality (Margolis, 2018). Consequently, commenters engaging in disruptive online behavior are affected by low ratings and can eventually be excluded from discussions. Assigning low ratings to disruptive comments can be a meaningful low-threshold OCI if users, for example, disseminate untrue information; other users will not be as likely to believe them because the low rating can make the commenter appear less credible. This procedure is inherently democratic because the community of readers and commenters decides what content is valuable.
and which content can move the public discourse closer to the expectations of the audience. The collective intelligence of many users can be more suitable for determining the standards of politically meaningful conversation than the academic approach of experts, who can at times be different from the ordinary users.

Similarly, news organizations apply moderation strategies that can be adapted to promote OCI. For example, *The New York Times* “upgrades” some of its discussants to verified commenters who have the privilege of being able to comment without moderation (“Comments,” 2018). Similarly, individuals who repeatedly engage in OCI can be designated as verified moderators. These individuals will get a specific recognizable profile and can caution other users if they cross the line, among others. This strategy can help increase the relative weight of constructive postings, resulting in more civil and relevant user contributions (type I). Some news sites have already embedded particular users in their moderation team (Reich, 2011).

In general, formally attributing more responsibility to certain users can promote their engagement in OCI. For example, research on the community management of list servers has shown that individuals with a formal leadership role make substantially more effort to moderate communication through list servers than ordinary members do (Butler, Sproull, Kiesler, & Kraut, 2007). However, to officially give certain users the task of moderating without compensating them financially is ethically questionable. In the case of Reddit, voluntary moderators went on strike to express their discontent with not being paid for their labor (Matias, 2019).

### High-Threshold OCI

High-threshold OCIs as discursive strategies are seldom universal, but they are specific to the respective disruptive online behavior. Therefore, high-threshold and verbal OCIs must be addressed separately for the respective disruptive online behaviors.

With regard to hate speech and incivility, a good example of a high-threshold OCI is the activist community associated with the German hashtag #ichbinhier. This group attempts to deescalate incivility and hate speech in discussions through the use of friendly counterspeech (Ley, 2018). However, even in this group of activists, there has been some disagreement about the tolerance level and tone of the counterspeech in response to xenophobic comments, illustrating that both deviance and adequate response strategies can be judged differently. Similarly, organized collective responses to harassment have been observed in the gamer community, where women, particularly women of color, are frequently harassed (Gray, 2013). These women reacted by annoying the male harassers through destroying the game or sitting in on games and not playing. Moreover, activists in Australia have collectively drawn attention to online violence against women on social media, resulting in legal consequences for one of the perpetrators (Jane, 2017). However, engaging in such groups requires not only time and commitment, but also a great deal of civil courage, as members can be intimidated and threatened by the individuals they counter (Ley, 2018; Matias, 2019). This situation may be one of the reasons that participants are more likely to respond to hateful comments by flagging them than by responding verbally to them (Kalch & Naab, 2017).

A promising strategy against trolling, which is classified as a high-threshold OCI, is to debunk trolls by disclosing their identity and to advise other users to ignore them (Turner, Smith, Fisher, & Welser, 2005).
A low-threshold OCI, such as disliking a comment or flagging it, may not be as efficient because trolls can rarely be identified from a single post. Warning others “not to feed the trolls” has actually been a common behavior in online discussions since the early days of the Internet (Binns, 2012).

In the case of media hostility, a fine line exists between the legitimate criticism of journalists and the blanket hostility toward mainstream media. Defending the media each time they are criticized is not reasonable because the audience is supposed to hold journalists accountable. However, when media criticism becomes all-encompassing, it redirects the discussion from the current issues. In these cases, OCI is particularly important because users may be more effective than journalists when responding to the harsh criticisms against the media; journalists may not be perceived as neutral, but as biased and defending themselves. By contrast, users can encourage other users to check multiple sources to verify whether the information provided by the news is correct. Moreover, users can clarify for others when a news item is marked as an opinion piece and is therefore being unjustly accused of lacking objectivity. If a news item is considered “fake news,” as Donald Trump and some of his supporters frequently claim, users can post URLs from a variety of other sources that either confirm or deny the credibility of the attacked item.

Responding with OCI to relativism or to the dissemination of misinformation requires sufficient knowledge about a topic. No community managers, not even those with an excellent education, can be an expert in all topics that the public is eager to discuss. Consequently, mass media and social media platforms can identify experts in their communities and involve them in fighting relativism. Some platforms already collaborate with fact-checking services and journalistic organizations with regard to misinformation, acknowledging that the review of information should be undertaken by experts (Caplan, Hanson, & Donovan, 2018; Dwoskin, 2018). In the comment sections, particularly knowledgeable users from different fields can obtain expert profiles, which are identified by other users as an indication that they are especially trustworthy sources. To some extent, the expert approach contradicts the egalitarian ideal of online discussions, but it may be necessary to maintain the proper conditions for rational discourse. Moreover, ordinary users can also provide links to trustworthy sources that counter misinformation or point out when a comment clearly contains false information. However, in this case, it is the word of one user against another.

Figure 2 summarizes the possible high- and low-threshold OCIs for a particular disruptive online behavior.
**Explanatory Model for OCI**

We assume that individuals must cross several thresholds before they engage in OCI. First, users need to perceive online content as a violation of social norms. Although the "(potential) deviance of online comments becomes a function of [the] user's inherent belief system" (Wilhelm & Joeckel, 2019, p. 382), some characteristics of disruptive online behaviors appear as particularly threatening, such as incitement to violence against a social group or strongly abusive language (Kalch & Naab, 2017; Leonhard, Rueß, Obermaier, & Reinemann, 2018; Wilhelm, Ziegler, & Joeckel, 2019). Second, we assume that several individual factors predict OCI. Among these are predictors that empirical research has found to promote political participation or opinion expression, but also individuals’ attitudes toward issues or their social identification with a verbally attacked group. Third, there are contextual factors in communicative online spaces that make OCI more likely. In this context, scholars have, for example, drawn on the theory of bystander behavior to analyze whether the actions of other users influence user engagement in OCI (Leonhard et al., 2018; Naab et al., 2016). In sum, we expect that the more all these requirements are

---

**Figure 2. Examples of exemplary high- and low-threshold OCIs for different disruptive online behaviors. Comments are taken from the Facebook page of The New York Times.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High-Threshold OCI</th>
<th>Low-Threshold OCI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hate speech/incivility</strong></td>
<td><strong>Media hostility</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:59 Aren't the comments moderated? Anti-Semitic or any other hateful comments should not be tolerated. Lila, you seem unclear on the issues.</td>
<td>The NYT is meticulous in its fact checking and sourcing. When a source is unnamed, they get corroborating information from several sources. Perhaps you’re thinking in the Opinion pieces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trolling</strong></td>
<td><strong>Mis-information</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block these people...check their profiles...usually no real photo..they are trolls</td>
<td>So more false information about the Holocaust is okay??? Millions died because of their religion, ethnicity, or political beliefs. We must never forget.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**URLs of other sources**

**Fact Check**
met, the more users will engage in OCI, although the factors may be interrelated. For example, if an individual possesses characteristics (individual factors) that are favorable to OCI, this individual may engage in OCI even if the perceived threat of the online content is relatively low.

In the following, we discuss each factor in detail to provide a comprehensive explanatory model for OCI that can inspire further empirical research (Figure 3). The model draws on the findings from previous studies on OCI, but also integrates related research that, for example, addresses responses to hate speech in offline settings.

**Content Characteristics:**
- Degree of deviance
- Rhetorical tools
- Commenter characteristics

**Individual factors:**
- Attitudes
- Social identity
- Moral orientation
- Citizenship norms
- Issue involvement
- Social media efficacy

**Contextual factors:**
- Exposure to site policy
- Response of others

**OCI**
- High threshold
- Low threshold

*Figure 3. Assumed predictors of OCI.*
Disruptive Online Behavior as a Perceived Threat

Theoretical considerations. We assume that among the three types of disruptive online behavior, uncivil content (types III and IV) is likely to be perceived as more threatening than irrelevant but civil disruptions (type II). For the latter to be perceived as threatening the discourse, users must have sufficient knowledge to identify and counter false information, which requires expert knowledge (Caplan et al., 2018). Ideally, such users also have the ability to differentiate between legitimate challenges to dominant narratives and false information, given that challenging the dominant discourse is desirable from the perspective of public sphere theory. However, the line between both can be blurred, and some users may respond to any content that challenges the status quo with OCI because they perceive that content as disruptive. Similarly, in the case of media hostility (type II), users need to differentiate between legitimate media criticism on the one hand, and sweeping media criticism that fundamentally attempts to destroy the media’s credibility on the other. Whether media hostility is perceived as a threat to public discourse is likely to depend on users’ personal attitudes toward the media. It will probably increase when it is accompanied by strong language and crosses the line into uncivil disruptive online behavior (type III or IV). In comparison, when trolling is civil in tone, it can rarely be identified as disruptive behavior based on a single comment. In fact, when considered individually, most of the comments made by trolls cannot be classified as trolling (Samory & Peserico, 2017; Turner et al., 2005). Therefore, trolls are less suspicious toward other readers because they “hide among neighboring posts, and build upon an existing state of excitement in the discussion, to amplify controversy” (Samory & Peserico, 2017, p. 6946). Experienced users are more likely to detect trolling and perceive it as a threat (Shaw, 2013).

With regard to the types of disruptive online behavior that include incivility or hate speech (types III and IV), three content characteristics are likely to influence whether users perceive it as a threat: the language, the social group that is verbally attacked, and the commenters’ cues. In general, we assume that the more severe and the stronger the language is, the more it will be perceived as threatening, with hate speech scoring higher in both severity and strength of language than incivility. In this regard, the specific rhetorical means applied by the commenter—for example, particularly threatening language—can intensify the perceived deviance of the comment. Concerning the verbally attacked group, its perceived vulnerability tends to increase the perceived harmfulness of hate speech in offline settings (Cowan & Mettrick, 2002). Consequently, users may be more likely to respond with OCI to comments that include hate or uncivil remarks about refugees, as compared with such remarks about less vulnerable social groups, such as environmental activists or vegans. The profile of the commenter can increase the perceived deviance of the content—for example, if a comment that rages against refugees is written by a person with a pseudonym or a profile picture that clearly identifies him or her as a neo-Nazi.

Empirical findings. Experimental inquiries into comment sections online have shown that only strong and overtly offensive language is perceived as sufficiently deviant for users to engage in OCI, whereas more subtle verbal attacks on social groups are not. In their experiment, Kalch and Naab (2017) drew on Papacharissi’s (2004) distinction between impoliteness and incivility, with the impolite comments including insults and vulgarity toward Muslims, and the uncivil comments stereotyping Muslims in a negative way without using abusive language. Whereas impolite comments affected flagging and counterspeech, uncivil comments did not (Kalch & Naab, 2017). As the authors noted, it was alarming that the participants did not
perceive uncivil comments as sufficiently problematic even though these comments included harsh attacks on Muslims. Similarly, studies have shown that OCI is more likely when comments openly call for violence than when hate is more subtle (Leonhard et al., 2018; Wilhelm et al., 2019). Moreover, simple rhetorical tools applied by hate commenters seem to efficiently decrease the likelihood of OCI: For example, flagging is less likely when a hate comment is accompanied by a justification made by the commenter (e.g., claiming no intent to offend others; Wilhelm et al., 2019).

Generally, whether a hate comment addresses an abstract social group or an individual appears to be irrelevant for users’ engagement in OCI. However, in combination with other comment characteristics, a study by Naab et al. (2016) shows that flagging is less likely for verbal attacks on abstract groups than on individuals (see also Wilhelm et al., 2019). Whether the perceived vulnerability of a social group influences users’ OCI has not been addressed yet. Similarly, empirical findings on the effect of the commenter’s characteristics are rare. One exception is the study by Wilhelm and Joeckel (2019), who find that users flag hate speech by female commenters more than they do hate speech by male commenters. The authors argue that because of gender stereotypes, hate comments by women are perceived as particularly deviant because such behavior is especially unexpected from females.

### Individual Factors

**Theoretical considerations.** Although OCI is not an opinion expression, individuals’ attitudes are likely to influence whether users choose to intervene, given that attitudes affect the perceived deviance of content. For example, verbal attacks against homeless people may be perceived as less deviant if one considers homelessness as the result of individual failure rather than structural circumstances. Positive attitudes toward social groups such as homosexuals can be expected to increase the perceived deviance of verbal attacks against this group, and vice versa. A potential predictor is not only attitudes toward the social group, but also individuals’ social identity: If individuals identify with a group that is verbally attacked, one can assume that they will be more sensitive to hate speech or incivility and more likely to react.

Moreover, information is more likely to be perceived as untrue or deviant if it counters one’s own beliefs, and even more so if issue involvement is high. This assumption is based on the theory of cognitive dissonance, which implies that individuals experience discomfort when exposed to counterattitudinal content (Festinger, 1957). Therefore, a strategy to avoid the discomfort is to mark the counterattitudinal content as untrue. In general, the role of attitudes with regard to OCI can become problematic. For example, flagging has been misused for political means by users who systematically flag content because they disagree with it, or they want to silence or harass certain social groups (Dwoskin, 2018; Gillespie, 2018). Moreover, sensitivity toward media hostility is likely to depend strongly on the individual’s general attitudes toward the media. Individuals with strong media trust will assumingly perceive attacks on the media as very threatening, whereas for individuals with moderate or low media trust, the threshold for unacceptable media hostility will not be crossed easily.

**Empirical findings.** Concerning attitudes, the study by Kalch and Naab (2017) supports that individuals with positive attitudes toward Muslims are more likely to flag Islamophobic comments than are individuals with less positive attitudes toward them. However, with regard to social identity, the arousal of
negative emotions when being exposed to verbal attacks against a social group tends to be just as strong for in-group as for out-group members (Kang, Thorson, Fung, & Borah, 2009). Kang et al. (2009) assume that in-group members of a group that attacks the out-group experience negative emotions because they do not approve of the uncivil behavior and are disappointed by their associates (Kang et al., 2009). In this vein, Boeckmann and Liew (2002) find that the negative emotions of individuals with a strong Asian American identity are equally vigorous when exposed to hate speech against Asian Americans as against African Americans because, in the latter case, the social identity of the participants becomes more abstract as simply belonging to a minority group. In sum, although these studies do not address OCI, OCI may be driven by attacks against either one’s own group or other groups with whom one presumably shares certain commonalities (e.g., minority status).

Another individual characteristic that OCI research has addressed is users’ attitudes toward their moral foundations. Studies have found that an individualizing moral foundation, which focuses on the rights and protection of individuals, fosters reporting behavior, whereas a binding moral foundation, which, among other things, focuses on in-group loyalty, has been shown either to reduce it or to not have an effect (Wilhelm & Joeckel, 2019; Wilhelm et al., 2019). Thus, as individualizing moral foundations are connected with a stronger commitment to fairness and care, these individuals show stronger engagement in OCI (Wilhelm et al., 2019). However, whether individuals with an individualizing moral foundation perceive hate comments as more deviant remains unclear. Moreover, Watson, Peng, and Lewis (2019) find that young and wealthy White males are most likely to report deviant content in general. Moreover, the authors find that authoritarianism is a positive predictor of reporting abusive content, which is a way for authoritarian personalities to maintain the moral order (Watson et al., 2019). Individuals with higher trust in the media tend to flag more; only individuals with trust in the media as an authority tend to be willing to cooperate with them (Watson et al., 2019).

Potential factors. Although not yet tested, several factors are likely to promote individuals’ engagement in OCI because they are general predictors of participation. For example, having an extrovert personality is a predictor of interaction in social media environments (Seidman, 2013). Moreover, political social media efficacy predicts social media activism, and this is why we argue that such a belief in one’s own capability is also a likely predictor of OCI (Velasquez & Larose, 2015).

Moreover, we assume OCI to be more common among individuals with strong support for citizenship norms. Citizenship norms are a set of expectations of what individuals think people should do if they are good citizens (Dalton, 2008). Thus far, empirical studies have shown that such norms predict individuals’ political participation (e.g., Dalton, 2008). Because we consider OCI to be a new type of political participation, we assume that strong support for citizenship norms is associated with OCI. However, because OCI is not a conventional type of political participation, we expect that conventional types of citizenship norms (e.g., the expectation that “one should vote in every election”) will have a weak effect. By contrast, the expectation that a “good citizen” should engage in political discussions is likely to be a predictor for OCI.

Research on whether such individual characteristics predict engagement in OCI is rare, and thus, this calls for more scholarly attention.
**Contextual Factors**

*Theoretical considerations.* Last, some contextual factors can promote OCI. One of these is the available instruments that users can apply to report abusive or untrue content. Other contextual factors likely to have an impact are the community norms negotiated in group-based online environments, which are observed and appropriated through constant observation of what other peers comment on and how. In this vein, Shaw (2013) observes that “new people coming into communities develop an awareness of their right to disallow harassment and offensive comments in their own blogs by observing moderation practices on other blogs” (p. 106). Likewise, community norms can promote OCI when an individual sees others doing it. Conversely, that other users may potentially intervene when exposed to disruptive online behavior can also reduce one’s own perceived responsibility to engage in OCI.

*Empirical findings.* Flagging tends to increase when individuals are exposed to information on usage policies, intervention options, and explicit encouragement to report norm violations (Naab et al., 2016). Therefore, the explicit encouragement of users to intervene appears to be an effective strategy for online sites to involve more users in moderation.

Studying how other users’ interventions affect one’s own, Naab et al. (2016) found that users’ intention to flag disruptive comments increases when others have not previously sanctioned such comments. But as soon as users perceive others to have reacted to disruptive comments with OCI, their perceived self-responsibility to engage in OCI decreases. Naab et al. (2016) assume that other users’ OCI leads to the impression that someone else is taking care of the situation. In addition, the perceived reach of the disruptive comments also influences OCI intention. In this vein, participants of Leonhard and colleagues’ (2018) study who saw that many other users had been exposed to a hate comment had a lower intention to intervene than those who saw that only a few other users had witnessed the incident. Thus, the studies by Naab et al. (2016) and Leonhard et al. (2018) both find support for the bystander theory.

**Conclusion**

Although journalists are increasingly taking on the role of community managers (e.g., Bakker, 2014), media companies outsource moderation to professional content moderators (Ihlebaek & Krumsvik, 2015) because taking action against disruptive online behavior is an enormous task. Therefore, media platforms have begun to acknowledge that they need the assistance of ordinary users for moderation. Thus, many encourage low-threshold OCI—for example, by providing buttons to flag abusive comments. Gillespie (2018) criticizes the involvement of ordinary users as unpaid labor because it is unethical and unreasonable. However, letting users participate in defining and enforcing the social norms of online discourse is also inherently democratic. Encouraging such behavior can be highly beneficial for the online public sphere that sets its normative standards beyond the boundaries imposed by governments and corporations.

In this study, we proposed to distinguish between low- and high-threshold OCIs to provide a more systematized approach to studying OCI. However, the lines between both forms can be blurred. For instance, when exposed to expressed media hostility, individuals may first encourage others to check
multiple sources (high-threshold OCI) and subsequently post URLs that lead others directly to such sources (low-threshold OCI).

Through social learning processes, OCI can establish itself as a new form of political participation. Our perspective is certainly optimistic, and we are well aware that each type of OCI can be misused and lead to even more disruptions in the public sphere. Hate comments can be rated as valuable by like-minded users, and users can post URLs from fake media sites that supposedly provide evidence for biased coverage by the mainstream media. Moreover, not every user will agree with those who insist on a respectful tone in the discussion. For example, right-wing nationalists are likely to discredit users who fight against hate speech targeting ethnic minorities as “social justice warriors” and to counteract their efforts (Lewis, 2018). Therefore, individuals who engage in OCI need to be persistent and able to withstand resistance. However, we believe that the atmosphere in many online discussions will shift if more people view it as their civic duty to engage in OCI. OCI should receive more attention as part of digital literacy education. One such example is the No Hate Speech Youth Campaign of the Council of Europe that encourages young people to engage in OCI.

Understanding how OCI works can be achieved using a wide variety of methodological approaches. Through qualitative and quantitative content analyses of online discussions, researchers can analyze when and how users engage in high-threshold OCI. Moreover, digital trace data—including flagging, comment ratings, and fact-checking requests—can produce insights into which comment characteristics trigger which specific type of low-threshold OCI. Using surveys or experiments, researchers could explore when and which individuals apply the available instruments with an OCI intention. Scholars should be encouraged to include items that reflect low- and high-threshold OCIs in survey research on political participation. Another question that both survey and experimental research could address is what makes individuals predisposed to using particular types of OCI. We do, for instance, assume that individuals who strongly follow citizenship norms (e.g., Dalton, 2008) may be particularly likely to engage in this type of political participation. Finally, psychological characteristics such as conflict avoidance can make individuals more likely to opt for low-threshold OCI than for high-threshold OCI or less likely to engage in OCI altogether. Although some scholars have already started to address this body of questions, more clarifying inquiries into this underresearched but highly relevant field are necessary to find ways to deal with disruptions in online public discourse.
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